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Happy New Year!

Google+
We’ve had a few new joiners on Google+.
Why not pop along in the holiday period

Morris dancer,

and take a look round, upload some of your

New

images and join in the conversations?

Year’s

Day,

Advice on bridge cameras currently being

Alvechurch

PDI competition

sought…

A short bonus edition! I hope you have all
had a pleasant Christmas. Here’s a little light
reading to entertain you as you recover

The 3rd and final PDI competition of the

from any festive excesses! We have some

16-17 season will be held on 17 January

pics from the very successful Christmas ‘do’,

2017 and this is a reminder that the hand-

courtesy of Malcolm Haynes, Clive has

in period has started. As this hand-in spans

asked - and answered - an interesting little A gremlin sneaked the wrong link into
question, and sends greetings, and we have last week’s reminder of our Flipboard

the holidays, there is a 3 week hand-in
period, from 20 Dec to 10 Jan, when you
can

enter your PDIs for this final

competition. So please send me your best

a few comps - perhaps you might enter a magazine - try this one!
salon or competition to start off the new
year?

3 images to i-comp@worcscc.uk and let’s
finish this competition with a bang!!

Thanks to those who have already been
contacted for the members’ survey; if you

The technical guidelines for entering our
PDI comps can be found here and if
anything is unclear, please do not hesitate
to contact me.
Eric Williams
WCC Internal Competition Sec.

Flipboard

haven’t already been contacted, you should
receive a phone call before 5th January.
Do send in your news, stories and pictures
for the next edition, which should be out on
2nd January 2017.
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'Where it's @'
or What's In (the lack of) a Name by Clive Haynes
It's surprising when one considers the

vortex,

whorl,

intercal,

whirlpool,

richness of the English language that we

cyclone, snail, ape, cat, rose, cabbage,

In SPAIN, it's "arroba", which also is a

don't have a widely accepted word for the

amphora but the richness and diversity

measurement of weight ( 1 arroba = 15

@ symbol. Many other languages do and

continues as you'll see..…

kilos )

a little research reveals some imaginative
inventiveness as well as some facts
behind the use of this ubiquitous symbol.

BBC RADIO Radio 4 have referred to it
as an "e-snail".

"rova" meaning 1/4 (25%), originally a

My personal favourite is to call it a 'titfer'
as some quirky logic reveals.

Read on

..........

CATALANS call the symbol "arrova" from
weight measure, as in Spanish.

In DUTCH it is called apestaart , which
means "monkey's tail". Because it looks

It's derived from the LATIN preposition
"ad" (at). Documentary evidence goes

Most people from PORTUGUESE and

like a monkey with his tail curled over

SPANISH-speaking countries call

him.

"arrobaIn

@

back to the Italian Renaissance in a
Roman mercantile document signed by

In SWEDISH, it's called snabel-a , ("a"

In FINLAND, it's called (colloquially)

Francesco Lapi in the spring of 1536. In

with an elephant's trunk), or kanelbulle ,

miuku-mauku, or, alternatively, miumau,

Dutch it is apestaartje (little tail), in

the Swedish equivalent of the Chelsea

which actually refers to the sound that a

German affenschwanz (ape tail). The

bun.

cat

French name is arobase. In Spain and

makes

(miaow)

and

@

thus

symbolizes the figure of a cat curled up.

Portugal it denotes a weight of about 25

In GERMAN it's called Klammerraffe , (a

pounds called arroba and the Italians call

clinging monkey) - presumably hanging

it chiocciola (snail).

from a tree by one arm.

Officially it is called ät-merkki (at sign).
In POLAND the @ sign is called a
"monkey"

In ENGLISH, the symbol is boringly

In GREEK, it's called a little duck.

known as "commercial at" but other
languages offer more imaginative names.

In DENMARK it's "snabel-a", snabel
In BRAZIL the symbol is known as arroba

meaning the trunk of an elephant

, which is also an old measure of 15 kilos.
The OFFICIAL name is the "at" sign,
from the same school of typographer's
gobbledegook

which

gave

us

In JAMAICA it's known as the block, the
In ITALIAN the symbol is known as a
chiocciola (snail).

dizziness having spent far too much time

"octothorpe" (the #, now called the 'hash
symbol'). This naming predates the use of

passing the rizla and herb. Derived from
In FINLAND it's known as a mouse's tail.

@ by electronic mail systems the world
over, and unfortunately produces many
ambiguities when mail addresses are

the term 'block-up' or in plain English,
stoned.

In HUNGARY, the @ symbol is called
"kukatsz", which means little worm.

In ISRAEL the @ symbol is often

dictated over the 'phone.

referred to as "strudel". Computer books
The

In ACCOUNTING PRACTICE it was always

swirl depicting the feeling of nausea and

NORWEGIANS

call

the

@

"kroellalfa",meaning 'curled a'.

understood that @ originally meant

often refer to @ as the "at sign". Anyone
who ever made or cut a strudel would
agree th@ "strudel" is @ least as

"account" and was regularly used in

In CZECH, it is called "zavinac" which

banking. It appeared on cheques at one

means a rolled pickled herring. Perhaps

time. It seems a more likely explanation

we could latch onto that one and call it a

than "at". After all, why would anyone

"rollmop".

appropriate a name as "at sign".
In RUSSIAN, the @ symbol is often
called "sabachka", which means puppy.

want to abbreviate a two letter word?
In FRANCE it's often called "petit

PHILIPPINES: The @ is "amphora" taken

@ abbreviates more than just two

escargot" ("little snail"). Also arobasse. It's

from the name of a jar they used in the

letters It saves you writing 'at' and 'each',

not in the dictionary but it does seem to

ancient Mediterranean area to measure

as in Apples at 20p each becomes, Apples

have

gained widespread acceptance.

volume of things they would trade (where

@ 20p.

Quite an achievement in a country where

it's claimed, the @ symbol was first used).

The ASCII Code is 64. Common names
include : at sign, strudel, rare, each,

hardly anyone knows (or cares about) the
word for "ampersand".
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USA: Printers on that side of the pond

Cockney Londoner will tell you in Cockney

Asperand: One of the many names for

refer to it as a "commercial at," just as the

Rhyming Slang, a Titfer is an "At". Cockneys

the figure @. More often, it’s called the “at

ampersand is a "commercial and."

usually drop their aitches and "At" stands

sign.” It’s a ligature, created originally by

for Hat i.e. Hat = Titfer Tat! Therefore, @.

accountants, from the first letters of the

In JAPAN it's called the atomaaku.

words “at” and “each” (the circle over the

In USA computer science, it is universally
referred to as the "at sign", or "at" when

In SEMANTICS @ is"ampersat" which,

“a” stands for the “e” in “each”). There is

from the semantic point of view, means

some controversy over the origin of this

"instead of (at)".

sign, and the word “asperand” is so rare that

reading out a sequence of characters or an
email address.

you won’t find it in many dictionaries.
Ampersand vs. Asperand
Some people say “asperand” when they

In CHINESE, it's called a mouse (shu),

Ampersand: The sign: & This figure for
the word “and” came to be created over

In HUNGARY it's called "kukac" - (means
in "worm" in English)

time. It is a ligature (a binding of two or
more letters into one) of the “e” and “t” in
the latin word “et” (“and”).

The COCKNEY option: Why not call it a
'Titfer'?

Logic:

@ = TITFER.

As any
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mean

&,

and

some

people

“ampersand” when they mean @.

say

Christmas Buffet
This was a very successful and enjoyable evening to round off 2016. Malcolm Haynes has sent some pictures from the event. Our thanks
again go to Anne, Susan, Judy and Val for organising the excellent buffet, to John for the challenging and amusing photo-quiz, to Henry,
Alan, Harry and contributors for the AV entertainment, to all members who helped before or on the night, and to all who came for
making it such a pleasant evening.

Cheers!
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Judy and the splendid centrepiece!

Another one from Tony’s hat collection!

The splendid cake!

The spread…

Anne and Stewart setting off the festivities

{n}

The Chairman

Yum!

The brilliant ‘tog snowman on the cake!

A good night was had by all!
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Competitions and exhibitions
I The 104th SOUTHAMPTON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION of photography
Organised by Southampton Camera Club, which was founded in 1896 and is one of the oldest camera clubs in England
Closing Date: 12 February, 2017
6 Sections - Over 150 awards, including 15 Gold Medals
All entrants will receive a high quality A4-sized full colour printed catalogue (with 4-Star rating from FIAP)
Class A: Open Monochrome Prints (PSA: PPD Mono)
Class B: Open Colour Prints (PSA: PPD Color)
Class C: Open Digital (PSA: PID Color or Mono)
Class D: Nature Digital (PSA: ND)
Class E: Photo Travel Digital (PSA: PTD)
Class F: Nature Prints (PSA: ND)
Patronage FIAP: 2017/001

PSA: 2017-005

RPS: 2017/01

If you have never previously registered on our website then please do it now. This only has to be done ONCE. After you have registered,
you never need to do it again.
Register as a new entrant

Club members’ entries will be kindly collated by Judy &
Paul - please see last week’s reminder and remember the
deadline for that is 21st January.

Last chance - TPA Life in Colour closes 31st December.
Bristol Salon of Photography 2017 closes 28 January.
Zeiss 2017 free to enter .

Ruth Bourne LRPS
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